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Ten Daily Habits of a Leader

Chapter 7

Ten Daily Habits
of a Leader
By Nancy J. Geenen, MA Ed., JD

Business success is the direct result of making decisions and
taking action at all levels of an enterprise. Mission statements
and strategic plans articulate the vision and ignite the heart, but
do not dictate the daily action required for success. Great leaders use the vision to inspire talented colleagues to do one thing:
create value for clients. Profits, not just revenues, flow when
inspired colleagues perform challenging work for clients who
feel the value of the relationship. Leaders develop these traits in
others by listening actively and inspiring action.
All good; but what do I do every day?
As a newly appointed office-managing partner of a national
firm, I found myself without any business training. I had been a
successful trial lawyer for many years and occupied a handful of
leadership roles throughout my career. I knew how to inspire a
team to success. Yet, trial teams focus on a single goal with strategies that are solely geared to win. I was unprepared for the challenges of leading the infrastructure that supported 60 lawyers
in multiple offices operating as part of a 500+ lawyer firm. Talk
about herding cats! I read business books and talked to law firm
leaders, both within and outside my organization. All expressed
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their condolences, and most offered advice that was too generic
to be helpful. I was already into the second quarter of the fiscal
year and budget estimates predicted a half-million dollar loss.
The firm’s leadership wanted measurable results. What to do?
Where to start?
The first week after my “promotion”, I asked the firm’s managing
partner to define success for me. I learned about the firm’s financial model and the metrics that make a law firm profitable. I
learned that I had wide latitude to manage as long as I improved
the metrics over a reasonable period of time.
I started with the skills I knew. I worked the assignment like
I work a new case. I sat myself in a conference room and had
each of the local department leaders teach me about the system.
I asked only one question: how would you redesign the system
to make it more valuable to the client? There were no interruptions. I watched not only the presentations, but also the manner
by which the team presented the information. I paid attention
to whether the managers talked about clients, results, process, or
other managers. I noted whether the managers spoke from the
head, heart or pocketbook. I catalogued the responses.
Clearly in a turnaround scenario, we rebuilt and streamlined local systems to do everything about a few things, rather than a
few things about everything. I focused the leadership team on
two core values: working smarter (largely internal tasks) and improving client service (largely external tasks). We developed a
strategy that everyone could remember, repeat on a daily basis,
and use to re-examine the purpose of the work. I engaged in
daily tasks that focused on building an innovative work environment. Over the years, I streamlined these tasks into ten daily
habits on which I rely for success.
• Scan News and Industry Headlines
• Review the Company Dashboard and Website
• Prioritize Task Lists and Clear Messages
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• Walkabout the Company
• Think about Ideas, Ingenuity, and Innovation
• Focus on Business Development, Marketing, or
Public Relations
• Take Care of a Client
• Learn and Reflect
• Train and Inspire
• Celebrate and Promote Success
These Ten Daily Habits capitalize on both an internal and external scan of my working environment and the company’s success metrics.
1. news and Industry Headlines

Reading the news should always be the first task of
the day and is a different activity than listening to a
morning news show. I subscribe to the weekend New
York Times and thus receive the digital “Times Digest” daily. I scan the headlines and read two to three
articles that catch my attention. This digital read replaces a clipping service that prepared regional, industry, and financial news for my daily scan. I also use
aggregator feeds that focus on small business topics.
Alltop and AmEx Open are two of my favorites to get
industry and small business news. The danger here is
trying to read too much information, including blogs,
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn group updates. I delegate the sifting to others on the executive team and/
or my assistant. I focus on high level trends and policy
events that affect my industry and on those items that
are of personal interest.
2. Company Dashboard and Website

Each time I log in to my system, I see the company
dashboard – in fact, I use tidbits from this summary
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during my “walkabout.” The dashboard is a visual
representation of the performance indicators that are
important to the growth of the company. In order
to get meaningful metrics, the IT team must have a
working understanding of our success metrics. As an
early adopter of technology, I communicate regularly
with the IT team to understand the capabilities of
the system and to develop an innovative dashboard
of performance indicators and reports. Over time, we
devise a working and useful system. The daily review
of these indicators allows me to compare my strategy and action plan to actual performance. I only take
time for analysis and questions if I see an outlier or
new trend emerging.
I also review the company website and the websites of
two market competitors through the eyes of a client.
I often find news or other information that might not
make it to my desk. Sometimes, I get to celebrate, but
I am always reminded of the different value propositions. And, I often find fun facts to share and questions to ask during my walkabout.
3. Task List, Calendar, Email and Voicemail

This is perhaps the most tedious and cumbersome activity of my Daily Habits and can take up much of my
morning if not actively managed. However, these actions are key communication opportunities. The task
list is not a project list. Projects are delegated to the
leadership team. The task list is not longer than the
three to five items that I will accomplish by the end
each day. I get great joy and satisfaction as I cross an
item off my list. Using both an electronic and paper
system, I revise and commit to my schedule and tasks,
which sets the course for my day.
Along with tasks and calendaring, I review and clear
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my email and voicemail messages each morning.
Internally, I have established acceptable email and
voicemail behavior that leads to effective and efficient
use of the technology available to the company. My
assistant has full access to my email and voicemail. I
do not read email messages that are longer than a few
lines. I do not listen to voicemail messages that are
longer than thirty seconds. An effective assistant will
filter and prioritize messages so that there are only two
tasks: respond or delegate for a response. One caveat
to this Daily Habit: it is crucial to appear approachable. Unanswered calls, e-mails or notes will elicit
comments no leader should ever hear: “I thought you
were too busy;” or, “You can’t possibly be interested in
what I’m doing.” I want my colleagues to know that I
respect the passion required for great work. I treat my
colleagues like I treat my most important client.
4. Walkabout

After completing the first three Daily Habits, it is
time to get out of the “executive” chair and walkabout
the company. I have plenty of material with which
to start a conversation or acknowledge a work group.
I take time to listen to the “local” news. This is both
a physical and an electronic activity. The walk allows
me to touch every person. And, I do mean touch.
A hand on a shoulder with a personal remark is an effective way to take notice and inspire. The walkabout
takes me through the reception area, into the communal areas, around the bullpen, and into the service
area. In virtual companies or those with multiple offices, this walkabout is achieved through the effective
use of technology. Skype and Go-to-Meeting are just
two services that are free or relatively inexpensive. I
also make a point to be in each office at least three
days a month so that I reach every employee. Once
again, I have no agenda. My message is simple: I am
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available. Action, not words, inspire.
5. Ideas, Ingenuity and Innovation

This Daily Habit is time spent thinking about big
ideas: re-imagining the process, comparing performance to key goals, and identifying the actions that
limit growth. Ingenuity is the willingness to act beyond current limitations and boundaries. Innovation
is the courage to embrace change without clinging to
the safety of the status quo. It is my job to define successful growth and draw correlations between growth
and the team’s activity. This is thinking time for me to
examine the pathways to success: what’s working and
what’s not. Every milestone is important. This Habit,
like getting to the gym, requires discipline: to truly
take the time to just sit and think – and it looks different to every leader. Sweat when necessary, but take
time to sit with a quiet mind. I use a quote attributed
to Indira Gandhi for inspiration: “Be still in the midst
of chaos and vibrantly alive in repose.”
6. Business Development/Marketing/
Public Relations

I like focusing on these areas after I spend time thinking about innovation and new ideas. I have more energy and enthusiasm for an activity that requires movement and action. I rotate one activity in each area for
each day of the week as part of my daily task list. A
week of activities might include a morning phone call
to a warm lead; a lunch with a media contact; a firsthand review of our company swag and tchotchkes for
an upcoming conference; prospecting and researching a company that might need our services; and attending the bi-weekly meeting of our lead business
developers. Business development, marketing, and
public relations are areas so vast and deep that I never
lack for an activity. Many weeks, my days are already
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scheduled with meals, receptions, or conferences that
I count toward this Daily Habit.
7. Client Care

Each day, I call, visit, or Skype with a client to develop
and nurture a personal relationship unrelated to any
sales call. I like to find out how we are doing from the
client’s perspective. I am focused on the client buying
experience (the feeling), not the quality of our product. I schedule an appointment in advance The client relationship manager provides me with the latest
news about the client, our successes and our failures.
Generally, I meet with the company owner, but other
senior managers and decision makers might attend as
well. Such meetings may last fifteen minutes or two
hours, depending on the medium and time of day. I
like face-to-face meetings best, but proximity may
make such events problematic. Again, I listen actively
and do not worry about having answers or solutions.
At the conclusion of the meeting, I ask what I can do
for the client. I always come away with new insights,
new work, and a better relationship. An important
aspect of this Daily Habit is to disseminate the feedback to the rest of the leadership team. Sharing client
feedback on a daily basis teaches the leadership team
to adapt and respond in a client focused work environment.
8. LEARN and Reflect

The practice of this Daily Habit is reflective and introspective. Generally, it is an early afternoon activity and focused on right brain thinking. I might read
an article about an outlier, have coffee with an artist
friend, watch a TED video, talk to a peer leader in
another industry, or take Spanish lessons. My goal is
to enhance my ability to create, adapt, and respond to
an ever-changing market place. I want to learn some77
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thing new or think about something old in a new way.
I work to free myself from the fear and small-mindedness that inhibits or prohibits growth. Practicing
this Habit takes immense confidence and courage.
This is not a time to procrastinate; it is scheduled
time to explore.
9. Train and Inspire

The return on time spent with the company superstars is priceless. In an unmanaged day, a leader is
consumed with problems and managing solutions.
Using an 80-20 rule for training and mentoring, I
spend 80 percent of the time with my top performers. I let the HR leaders manage problem employees.
I choose one performer each day and spend ten to
thirty minutes in a one-on-one discussion about mastery, meaning and autonomy. We focus our discussion
on transforming challenges, whether personal or professional, into a passion for excellence. I want every
person in the company to anticipate and solve client
issues and to adapt to the ever changing needs of the
working environment. I strive to create a work environment inspired by love where colleagues feel heroic
in their daily actions.
10. Celebrate

Over time, the practice of these Ten Daily Habits produces tangible and intangible results. Publicly celebrate
the small wins without delay; do not wait for the end
of the week or end of the month. Daily recognition
fuels continued dedication to the greater mission of
the team. Promote success about clients as well as team
members. Acknowledge the process, just as much as
the final result. This is an opportunity for leadership
to connect with the “doers” among a team: those deserving individuals, who not only “get it done,” but set
the standards for excellence. This notion of celebrating
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ultimately recommits a team to sustainable success and
to the leader who cleared the way.
These Ten Daily Habits keep me focused on the “right stuff.” At
first, it was a struggle to stick to this schedule. I limited the time
I spent on the internally focused habits (reading news, clearing
task lists, calendar, and messages, and big thinking) to twenty
minutes each. And, there was never enough time to complete
the task at hand. That said, with each passing week, I became
more proficient and effective so that I no longer was driven by
time, but solely by the task. I had time to think about activities that would transform the company. The leader’s “job” is to
keep the company doing more of what it does best, and less of
everything else. This daily focus transforms good intentions and
hope for success into actionable, practical and realistic “to do”
items that anchor whole teams to a singular purpose amidst a
sea of distraction. Practicing the Ten Daily Habits creates time
and space for a leader to experience the tabula rasa moments of
inspiration that clear the way for success.

About Nancy
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Nancy J. Geenen, MA Ed., JD, is a Founder and the
Managing Director of Suann Ingle Communications, a
member of the CompassLys Group.
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